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aged. things get closer. this means: they fade.

now this sentence is true.
double hour in the square clock.
in the sack glow. that hot phase
ends. quite silver paper
around the couple’s hands.
he can stop. first corridor. she goes on.
two babies down on the left.
the flash-light fills the hall.
try to reach the opposite
wall, its wrong pulsation:

a whole lidslide era
passed while you / while who [lake]
–
punctuation rear engine.
customers do not agree.
left the boat. feast. float – off.
the coins heap sinks.
idiot idol ghosts don’t know the path.
phone numbers sway and get frozen.
rape of the brave. the brave
is object. nonsubject
[of+(f)]

varying clicks of tongues seem the only
signs of an existence.
loud there loud there lou
the eyeless rhyme
rima visionis
obscure pets stand obscene stain under
their stone mother –
the front is the margin is the coin’s back.
pretty soon old parents seem to visit you only
for glycol aid you can give to their
specimen dogs
blind, licking the ground in search of ants
or ring traces / dry blood.
while the center is held by maddening
cracks. horse-shaped spiral shadows. windy. bon.
black apricots are chewing a mask they hide
inside their valves.

ok ok, stop crying, let's have a gunless tea

boooring bears cap filld with italian-crafted rolex only $ 65 free shipping problems
with pressurization lesley deathtrap the deadly radiation of space as he explained
how, without nasa monday money, after the series after his marriage o man try
bucket experiment in empty space o

"one night", she said to the employee at reception, "iskar had lit a cigarette and
was inhaling deeply, try to imagine it happening, in the animal corner"
he passed a soothing hand on a horse's muzzle in seeing telegraph avenue's
earphone, to close the mouth which pronounced these horrible words,
and he turned to walk back. he fell beside her. they did not exchange a word. a
procession of rooms. "begin", said he, "to remove the dead, and make the women
help you".
"i heard a car, mr. fallon leave?", she closed her eyes and whispered something.
she listened to him with an amused air.
candles off. penny wept over his words. the bear willy cardosi asked to see the
autopsy photos and led him up the stairs to the bedroom where he felt suddenly
weak with nausea.
"you've got a bad fever", said the fever.

naïve oven

: and adam replied turn meaty meal into a freakish metal feast : roll in coated
peanuts werewolf cream :
: not so sure : night came and went : twentieth day :
: the oil with the spider apple toasted the crescent dragonwagon : take a walk
outside and see : they'll verify : mango shave so intricately woven : with bloody
nazi hybrids : small cookie :
: fasten the roots of the great malili tree : roll a cigar : gradually add the sugar :
when the iguana creeps out of its empty yoghurt pot pour lava nuts on snake tv
gazebo : no panic : from behind :
: you sure it will work? dude : sure : catch the triangle grapes : don't use words any
longer : i used powdered almond to the original kent cloth : will fit :
: keep the ice bag closed : ivory : the head peers through : it's because of eden's
climate : toes as favourite accessory : people are happy here : they have all they
need : larvae and pupae and captains :

countries joined in marriage. people had joy. windows opened. depressed teens
slowly decomposed in the morgue. i just wanted to eat my fried unicorn but the
flies swallowed it whole.
citrus said don’t mind. everything was great except for a square mile of diving
fishes full of toxic engine oil. a sad ending and a happy beginning. sadness picnic
hackers had a mill of their own. and a bowl of onions.
the railway company goes straight. among strangers. they didn't have any ruins.
think of the king. rotate east. his body buried beneath the barbecue. carefully pour
water.

hens flew off his neck. descending from the coffin; stood. before seashore. he was
shot dead. they showed us a cast of his face taken after death, thick enough to tie
up a ship to a dock, extracting the brain from his nostrils, some kind of snake.
humanity faces an imminent apocalypse in that thick-leaved twilight of high noon:
calypso dance party at the end of his rope, and fritz cried "fix a nation searching
for new hope", maybe in bali, maybe in gaza. mr plot joyce was recently quoted on
cnn, the amputees won't be marching in the parade.

he went insane.
i had to sedate him and to make him howl and dance “the challenge”. the
philosopher’s plus size lingerie
bush at the moon, birky on april, great pyramids of khufu, great planes f4 phantom,
our wood-cutters raised, daddy opened fire –
nobody was able to leave the film, so
everybody went in.

he called the police, opened the suitcase. nothing in it. his "victims" stood before
the president. mentally unstable, including cleaning crews. damage can take place
within minutes. resulting turbid water can reduce residual chlorine. the moon
seems full. high heels combine bioinformatics with experimental blood testing.
sodium, winter, round stones. two frames burnt by two dawns.
five-fingered root where love's to give and to spare. weapons beyond great shade
of scenic beauty. three legs every night, slow and low on a fast-sinking line in
trinidad tobago. free pics of milk pouring. alexander the great conquest of persia
by hair extension equipment sellers.
bury the dead, they'll live again.
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even if a button is recommended i doubt it will be any more attractive.
the mouse has a tail then i saw a hand reach through the light: the evolution of the
reptilian amniotic egg gives us new lower price ready-to-run nitro fun: epileptic,
(h)ero(bo)tic, euphemistic soundscapes with percussion for the simplest virus.
challenger: "the ape-men?". malone: "my god how did you survive all those years!"
teens from space. made low-cost vodoo from beginning of time, small, cheap
technologies are available to the masses. european amphetamine reptile releases.
love is the answer. while you're waiting for the answer: sex.

more hits on the templars

to understand the templars, we must understand their deeper origins and
purposes. the french king tortured the knights to discover their secrets and stories
which came from telepathic power. bird fractal brain made the eldorado star map:
the hypercube. what could this mean? symbol of eternity and immortality. callisto's
constellation.
at montsegur alias rennes-le-chateau mary magdalene's heirs married leonardo
de vinci, known alien ark-cruiser. a group of monks from calabria, italy, led by one
prince ursus, founded the abbey of orval in france. the visigothic kingdom of
rhedae was in the area, established by the qumran essenes driven out of
palestine. they held mysterious flying cylinders.
some of these relics entered britain around the eleventh century, with 192 acres of
arable land, a sort of stellar intent which underlaid the templar instructions of
america's founders leading to the mechanics of the planetary energy grids.
the famous knights templar are now secret society – being held by james stuart
the fifth, hidden from catholic tyranny, a "false sun" formed by the sun shining
through a cloud of ice crystals in new mexico in 1948 & 1949 beneath the temple
of solomon.
aliens are not going to give us advanced technology.

to the real defence of socrates

01 n| the memorabilia that socrates might have been acquitted of
02 a| with me: this confounded socrates, they say; this villainous
03 b| hermogenes, the friend of socrates, that he had no wish to
04 c| a defence, and also that socrates himself declared this to
05 r| accustomed manner’ in which socrates spoke in ‘the agora and
06 a| regarded as the ideal of socrates, according to plato’s conception
07 s| which is the portrait of socrates.~yet some of the topics
08 d| have been actually used by socrates; and the recollection of
09 t| is not the report of what socrates said, but an elaborate composition,
10 j| that the actual defence of socrates was as much greater than
11 k| suspicious is the statement that socrates received the first impulse
12 a| true to the character of socrates, but we cannot show that
13 b| it breathes the spirit of socrates, but has been cast anew
14 b| to the apology, in which socrates, who has defied the judges,
15 b| respecting the trial and death of socrates agree generally with plato;
16 q| apology or platonic defence of socrates is divided into three parts:
17 a| formula. the first say, ‘socrates is an evil-doer and a curious
18 z| to others.’ the second, ‘socrates is an evil-doer and corrupter
19 z| there was any man wiser than socrates; and the answer was, that
20 a| moon earth.’ that, replies socrates, is the old confusion about
21 a| attribute to the influence of socrates notions which have found
22 z| learned at the theatre. socrates u

voici comment le seigneur me donna, à moi frère françois, la grâce de commencer
à faire pénitence when the persians withdrew. they began to search for all the
dead that had fallen. la tía sauvage siguió haciendo la vida ordinaria en su
casucha, que se vio muy pronto cubierta por las nieves. and he had married her
against the law, and therefore was very much afraid that the high priests would
rebuke him on the score of that indecent action. but i, timaeus, entered jerusalem
on the 21st of the month of january because i wished to minimize the pain. furius
led large forces against the insubrians. at the time of their departure, the river that
runs through the country of picenum was seen flowing with blood.

terror from outer pace

father: “local bank owned soap patience - one of the constituent parts of the
parliament with the usual arguments of tears to create chilled avocado soup. trying
to bang”.
mother: “mexican hairless dogs are naturally vegetarians”
daughter: “in an alphabetical list. listen,”
son [desperately weeping]: …

ce que je prononce sur les mots dans la phrase, est vrai des phrases dans le
discours. "our spiritual actions have consequences" maybe.
alcuni avanzi di leggi di un antico popolo più forti e sensibili come scrive tertuliano.
ma io, destinato dalla providenza a riempiere un impercettibil vuoto, dico, non
trovo una futura condotta

[ 3. three. tre. trois. 6 ]

unmist it

the unmistakable heart of an april-sounding porsche 906.
wind veered around sharply. clouds broke away.
she said tune. the need for speed. myriads of dusks. constructions
half a metre long.
she said don't trust metacafe videogirls.
leila: the past is the future, all our life is brutus e€€ects.
karl: wanted to be the guinea pig.
frogs in a creek at first. perfectly safe in her arms.
when i looked down again, my eyes full of whirling blue spots.
he looks up at the familiar buildings.
tokyo token. round coins aside.

see how good a shopper you are. /
information: the amazing panda adventure: region 1: /
the vampires live frozen in their crypts /
the latest in storage technology /
fish kills since the units in the water stop /
the sound of a rectangle bee buzzing. /
will a table by the fire be too warm for you? /
stingers from the man’s head, neck and back /
show the matador on the crime scene /
drunk at lunch. cream scene. crowds of crows, pilot light, /
plot summary on december: plenty of /
electrolyte drink. voters already have approved /
modern tantric sexual positions, /
glue or spray for vandalism or inhalation. /
happiness is * /
lizard's christmas jazz carols invoke /
medium business segment /
devoted to viking boats. /
yet another great installment, /
a silk factory in suzhou /

ephemera panel one

1.
transition from hospital
to b nursing centre
"a new model for a one-stop health shop":
'ranger' keeps low profile,
others are business executives
and the second butcher
does not seem so cool after all
2.
six months ago.
requirements listed below.
easy access to china modular clothes.
3.
chirac and bush have broken bread,
adidas aerosoles, acid blue nude goats
whisper in hotel-owners' ears
how to get cars while garden toys go
getting involved in the creation of energy
in the middle of the victim's abdomen.
john gesticulates with it angrily
he says people stay out late going to cafes
busy bodies to the monkey's fist
catch the world's biggest shopping cart
beneficial to both countries' videos
of arcade pets, need of love – but
what we are seeing is
the advent of a cool economy
made of connectedness.

the immortal hens, winners and losers, &
the strong leader who could defend the state
were successful on both counts
on governor's campaign bus
over a bowl of fresh popcorn.
don't just shop, shopzilla,
with immense strides –
after all, as a part-time pilot, the healthy stomach is
nothing, valhalla is the name of the journey
to colourful masks and huge mascots,
major's cybervacation with 2 girl friends
full of your favorite toys [complete] 333243 tpb web search
ghost in the shell: stand alone complex vol. #04 (of 7) .
torrent (azureus magnetlink), now playing chocolate puma:
"i drew an all-girl orgy because i didn't want to draw some guy's butt".
enjoy the adventures

|||

ease it,

aphon encourages woodlands, vie et pli,
freed nikon claw,
mild base,
visit it, older folder,
love it or conquer & rai$e la fête in it,
walkyrianschauung at hand,
abscondita dona, apple lions count on you,

son of man, carpet cleaner,
search and destroy all humans,
camera cases & dogs never seen in the same aquarium,
plants and flowers deliver food,
moral canned flesh,
repeat at will,
a growing zen effect

|||

you can do that.
you contact.
you info.
you get scheduled in free cop korps sumcheck.
you help the venus agent to kill the chief.
you donate dna.
you are part of paranormal used porn.
you try it.
you light a fire before lunch.
you know how to cook.
you don’t know how to eat.
you starve.
you go back to your roots.
you make sure the program runs.
you undo it as well.

note
some texts come from http://differx.blogspot.com.
thanks to Susana Gardner for her precious, really vital help and suggestions.
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